
 
Quarterly Issues Programs List for the 1st Quarter of 2022 

 
Station WYEP [Pittsburgh/PA] 

 
Following is list of some of the significant issues responded to by the station along with the most significant programming treatment of those issues for the 
quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which issues appear does not reflect a priority or significance. 
 
Issue Title/Description Date  Time Duration 
Pandemic 
Affecting 
Artists 

Live & Direct from Home with Sting 1/27/2022 2:20 
PM 

14:00 

Racial Diversity 
in Music 

Black History Month: Valerie June (date, time, and duration given at right are for 
initial airing only; this piece ran for a total of 92 times during February for a combined 
total of 82 minutes) 

2/1/2022 12:47 
AM 

1:00 

Racial Diversity 
in Music 

Black History Month: Amythyst Kiah (date, time, and duration given at right are for 
initial airing only; this piece ran for a total of 90 times during February for a combined 
total of 84 minutes) 

2/22/2022 12:08 
AM 

1:00 

Racial Diversity 
in Music 

Black History Month: Adia Victoria (date, time, and duration given at right are for 
initial airing only; this piece ran for a total of 92 times during February for a combined 
total of 72 minutes) 

2/8/2022 12:35 
AM 

1:00 

Racial Diversity 
in Music 

Black History Month: Yola (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing 
only; this piece ran for a total of 92 times during February for a combined total of 72 
minutes) 

2/15/2022 12:33 
AM 

1:00 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Carole King (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; 
this piece ran for a total of 54 times during March for a combined total of 76 minutes) 

3/9/2022 1:37 
AM 

1:25 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Tracy Chapman (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing 
only; this piece ran for a total of 45 times during March for a combined total of 86 
minutes) 

3/25/2022 6:26 
AM 

1:55 



Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Rihanna (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; this 
piece ran for a total of 52 times during March for a combined total of 103 minutes) 

3/1/2022 1:43 
AM 

1:59 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Nina Simone (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; 
this piece ran for a total of 55 times during March for a combined total of 105 
minutes) 

3/9/2022 12:09 
AM 

1:55 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Mavis Staples (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; 
this piece ran for a total of 52 times during March for a combined total of 91 minutes) 

3/17/2022 1:28 
AM 

1:45 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Jill Scott (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; this 
piece ran for a total of 44 times during March for a combined total of 80 minutes) 

3/25/2022 1:29 
AM 

1:50 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Erykah Badu (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; 
this piece ran for a total of 53 times during March for a combined total of 88 minutes) 

3/17/2022 3:12 
AM 

1:40 

Women 
Inspiring 
Women 

WHM Dolly Parton (date, time, and duration given at right are for initial airing only; 
this piece ran for a total of 53 times during March for a combined total of 97 minutes) 

3/1/2022 12:12 
AM 

1:50 

Art & Music Andy Warhol Music Special 2/22/2022 7:00 
PM 

1 hour 

Environmental 
Sustainability - 
educating 
youth on 
environmental 
issues 

Xiuhtezcatl Tonatiuh is a 16-year-old indigenous climate activist, hip-hop artist, and 
powerful voice on the front lines of a global youth-led environmental movement.   

1/8/2018 6:21 
AM 

10:51 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Kathleen Hower discusses the origins and actions of her organization Global Links 
that saves unused or lightly used medical supplies from the landfill by redistributing 
them to third world countries where they can save lives. 

1/15/2018 6:24 
AM 

10:44 



Poverty, 
Musical 
Instruction 

Every musician starts with a used instrument. Southern Oregon Music Festival's Leave 
a Legacy campaign encourages individuals to donate their used instruments. Most 
schools offering band and/or orchestra programs simply do not have enough 
instruments to meet the demand of students exhibiting musical talent or a desire to 
play an instrument. Music instruments donated by the local Medford community and 
Festival attendees help provide instruments to students exhibiting musical talent who 
may not be able to afford their own instrument. Without these generous donations, 
many students' talents would never have been realized. SOMF's annual Instrument 
Donation drive, has collected over 200 used and new instruments since its inception. 

1/22/2018 6:22 
AM 

6:12 

Poverty Food for Hope's mission is to empower and nourish the future of their community by 
providing nutritious food to children in need. There are thousands of children in 
Adams County who receive little to nothing to eat when they are not at school. Food 
for Hope is here to provide these children with nutritious meals on the weekends so 
they can grow, learn, and thrive along with their peers. 

1/29/2018 6:16 
AM 

6:43 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Actions taken by the organization Forest Fund and its efforts to save the rain forest. 2/5/2018 6:19 
AM 

6:52 



Community 
Improvement 

The Himalayan Stove Project is a humanitarian & philanthropic program. It is 
dedicated to preserving the Himalayan environment and improving the health of the 
people living in the trans-Himalayan region. They donate and distribute, free, clean-
burning, fuel-efficient Envirofit cook stoves, transforming the lives of individuals and 
families who now cook with traditional, rudimentary stoves or over open fire pits 
inside their homes, consuming excessive amounts of precious fuel and polluting the 
indoor air to dangerously unhealthy levels. 

2/12/2018 6:22 
AM 

8:42 

Sustainable 
farming 

The National Young Farmers Coalition helps young farmers get established. 2/19/2018 6:20 
AM 

7:25 

Poverty Robert Adamson discusses the Ohio restaurant he started called One Bistro that 
provides a 'pay what you can afford' model that gives the homeless and less 
fortunate an opportunity to nourish themselves with healthy, organic and delicious 
foods. 

2/26/2018 6:16 
AM 

9:39 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Finger Lakes ReUse operates a community-oriented warehouse, shopping, and 
educational center where the maximum reuse of materials is a priority; where safety, 
cleanliness, customer service, good business, education, and creativity are stressed; 
where living wage jobs are created and supported; where mentoring opportunities 
are available; and where education in the skills of repair and reuse is offered. Our aim 
is for everyone in the community to enjoy and partake in the services offered by 
Finger Lakes ReUse and, in time, to also assist other communities in the region to 
develop reuse services. 

3/5/2018 6:23 
AM 

7:06 



Poverty Susan Chidley and a few Nicaraguan colleagues created Children Without Shoes 
International. The people on the ground in Nicaragua felt that the most pressing 
needs for the children in the rural villages were shoes and school uniforms, which are 
required to attend public schools. When kids don't have shoes or school uniforms, 
they are ostracized for being poor and are also at a high risk for injuries and foot 
problems/diseases, such as worms. Sometimes they aren't even allowed to attend 
school at all. The roads are dirt and covered in trash and broken glass, and shoes are 
necessary to avoid getting cuts and thus infections, which they also don't have the 
resources to treat and can lead to death. Shoes can mean the difference between 
getting an education and not, and can help break the cycle of poverty. 

3/19/2018 6:18 
AM 

6:51 

Immigration Author Helen Thorpe discusses her latest book - The Newcomers - which follows the 
lives of immigrant teens attending Denver High School. 

3/26/2018 6:18 
AM 

8:35 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Henry Red Cloud discusses his efforts to train Native Americans on practical and 
affordable ways to use renewable energy sources on Indian Reservations. 

4/2/2018 6:22 
AM 

10:43 

Poverty The goal of Project Mercy is the improvement of basic living standards and quality of 
life for impoverished families who live in conditions precarious to their health in the 
shantytowns of the colonias east of Tijuana, Mexico. 

4/9/2018 6:21 
AM 

9:32 

Poverty The Nyaka AIDS Orphans Project has been working on behalf of HIV/AIDS orphans in 
rural Uganda to end systemic deprivation, poverty, and hunger through a holistic 
approach to community development, education, and healthcare. 

4/16/2018 6:21 
AM 

6:43 



Community 
Improvement 

Project Helping organizes volunteer events specifically designed to make an impact - 
both on you and your community. Through the act of volunteering, participants 
actively invest in their communities while also reaping the benefits of increased 
mental wellness.  

4/23/2018 6:22 
AM 

6:13 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Established in 2008, Elephant Energy's mission is to improve the quality of life in 
developing communities by pioneering ventures that provide access to appropriate 
sustainable energy technologies.  

4/30/2018 6:22 
AM 

8:53 

Health & 
Wellness 

Tabin and Nepalese eye surgeon Dr. Sanduk Ruit established the Himalayan Cataract 
Project in 1995 - with a vow to work to eliminate all preventable and treatable 
blindness from the Himalayan region in their lifetime, a goal, in Tabin's words, "more 
audacious than setting out to make the first assent of the East Face of Mount 
Everest." 

5/7/2018 6:20 
AM 

9:59 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Arif Khan became obsessed with depaving after moving into a home in northeast 
Portland in 2001 which had a back yard that was completely paved over. Attracted to 
the opportunity for destruction, he looked at this as a wonderful way to transform a 
dead space designed for car storage into an urban oasis filled with herbs, vegetables, 
flowers, fruits, and native plants. Now, he harvests figs, plums, apples, persimmons, 
blueberries, raspberries, grapes, and various vegetables and herbs from his old 
driveway. 

5/14/2018 6:24 
AM 

10:06 



Environmental 
Sustainability 

Jonathan F.P. Rose's business, public policy and not-for-profit work all focus on 
creating more environmentally, socially, and economically resilient cities. In 1989, 
Mr. Rose founded Jonathan Rose Companies LLC, a multi-disciplinary real estate 
development, planning, and investment firm, which creates real estate and planning 
models to address the challenges of the 21st century. Jonathan has led the firm's 
vision, program, and growth, developing award winning new projects, investment 
funds and city plans to model solutions to the issues of housing, economic 
development and the environment. 

5/21/2018 6:17 
AM 

8:49 

Poverty The Empowerment Plan is a Detroit-based non-profit organization dedicated to 
serving the homeless community. Their goal is to help build a better life for those 
that have become trapped in the cycle of homelessness. They mostly hire homeless 
parents from local shelters to become full time seamstresses so that they can earn a 
stable income, find secure housing, and gain back their independence for themselves 
and for their families. 

5/28/2018 6:15 
AM 

7:52 

Community 
Improvement 

Karam Foundation is a non-profit organization dedicated to helping people help 
themselves. They seek to restore the dignity and quality of life for people affected by 
conflict by eliminating barriers to success through innovative education, 
entrepreneurial development, and community-driven aid. Guided by the aspirations 
of the people they serve, they pursue this mission with compassion, transparency, 
and generosity. 

6/4/2018 6:22 
AM 

8:00 



Poverty Since its inception, Share Your Soles has brought over two million pairs of shoes to 
desperately impoverished people throughout the world: Central America, Southeast 
Asia, the Caribbean, Africa, Eastern Europe and the United States. Their program has 
helped people living on Native American Reservations and in the Appalachias, as well 
as India, Ecuador, Peru, Haiti, Sri Lanka, Uganda, Cameroon, Nicaragua, Tanzania and 
Ghana. No boundaries. No borders. 

6/11/2018 6:23 
AM 

8:07 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Jen Kay is an assistant professor in the Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic 
Sciences and a Fellow of CIRES at the University of Colorado at Boulder. She remains 
a visiting scientist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, where she 
worked prior to joining CU Boulder. Dr. Kay researches polar climate change, 
feedbacks, and variability, with a specific focus on connecting global coupled climate 
modeling with observed cloud, precipitation, and sea ice processes. She works at the 
nexus of observations and modeling to understand the processes controlling climate 
change and variability. 

6/18/2018 6:23 
AM 

10:06 

Education Elaine Hamel, Program Director and Founder of Girls at Work, Inc., has been 
renovating homes for nearly 25 years. She started building with young girls 21 years 
ago and founded Girls at Work in 2000. Nearly 16 years later, more than 8,000 girls 
have nailed, drilled, sawed and sanded their way through a journey of self-discovery. 

6/25/2018 6:23 
AM 

10:06 

Poverty Since 2009, Books for Keeps (BFK) has given more than 260,000 books to children 
from low-income families in grades Pre-K through 12. For 11 months of the year, they 
collect, inspect, sort, and box books, only to give them all away each May. Books they 
can't use are sold at their annual BFK Book Sale each August. 

7/2/2018 6:19 
AM 

5:13 



Environmental 
Sustainability 

In the 90s, future members of Gulf of Alaska Keeper (GoAK) became increasingly 
concerned that Prince William Sound and the northern Gulf of Alaska coast were 
under growing environmental threats from industrial pressures, unsustainable fish 
and wildlife harvesting practices, harmful logging projects, and other damaging 
exploitive activities. They decided to organize to better address these issues. 

1/6/2020 6:20 
AM 

9:16 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

The Louisiana Bucket Brigade is a 501(c)(3) environmental health and justice 
organization working with communities that neighbor the state's oil refineries and 
chemical plants. LBB uses grassroots action to create an informed, healthy society 
that holds the petrochemical industry and government accountable for the true costs 
of pollution to hasten the transition from fossil fuels. 

1/13/2020 6:17 
AM 

9:54 

Education Fixit Clinic conveys basic disassembly, troubleshooting, and repair skills using peoples' 
own broken things as the vehicle. By sharing these skills while transferring them to 
others, Peter and his team teach critical thinking through the lens of our relationship 
to consumption and sustainability. The Fixit Clinic Team strive to demystify science 
and technology so that we can ultimately make better policy choices as a society. 

1/20/2020 6:16 
AM 

8:28 

Community 
Improvement 

Jamie Van Leeuwen founded the Global Livingston Institute in 2009 to encourage 
students and community leaders to think bigger and think differently about 
international development. The mission of the Global Livingston Institute is to 
educate students and community leaders on innovative approaches to international 
development and empower awareness, collaboration, conversations and personal 
growth. 

1/27/2020 6:22 
AM 

7:26 



Environmental 
Sustainability 

VolunteerCleanup.Org engages volunteers to cleanup their neighborhoods, 
shorelines, and waterways as a way to raise awareness about marine debris and 
encourage people to reduce their reliance on single-use plastics. 

2/3/2020 6:21 
AM 

7:57 

Community 
Improvement 

We Care Solar promotes safe motherhood and reduces maternal mortality in 
developing regions by providing health workers with reliable lighting, mobile 
communication, and medical devices using solar electricity. They partner with leading 
healthcare organizations to bring renewable electricity to last-mile health centers. 
Their programs enable health workers to provide timely, effective, around-the-clock 
emergency care. 

2/10/2020 6:23 
AM 

11:39 

Immigrants Project Worthmore was founded in 2011 by Frank and Carolyn Anello as a response 
to the acute need for assistance of the refugee families in their community. From 
their start offering makeshift English classes in living rooms, they now offer six 
comprehensive programs to thousands of refugee clients. Around half of their staff 
are from the refugee community, helping them to better listen, empower and 
support those who have come to the United States to rebuild their lives. 

2/17/2020 6:24 
AM 

6:33 

Community 
Improvement 

One Bistro is a faith-based non-profit "Biznistry" established for the betterment of 
our community. Their mission is to provide a place where our neighbors eat and 
come together as one community. At One Bistro's core is a place from which they 
strive to serve a healthy, affordable meal to their neighbors, both those who have the 
ability to pay and those who under normal circumstances would not be able to eat 
out. 

2/24/2020 6:18 
AM 

8:59 



Poverty Community Warehouse is a friendly local furniture bank, serving the Portland, OR 
area for over 15 years. In a nutshell, they collect donated home goods, and work with 
social service agencies to get those goods in the hands of those who need it most. 

3/2/2020 6:20 
AM 

7:37 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

The Himalayan Stove Project is a humanitarian & philanthropic program. It is 
dedicated to preserving the Himalayan environment and improving the health of the 
people living in the trans-Himalayan region. They donate and distribute, free, clean-
burning, fuel-efficient Envirofit cook stoves, transforming the lives of individuals and 
families who now cook with traditional, rudimentary stoves or over open fire pits 
inside their homes, consuming excessive amounts of precious fuel and polluting the 
indoor air to dangerously unhealthy levels. 

3/9/2020 6:24 
AM 

7:55 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

The Crayon Initiative collects donated crayons from restaurants, schools and homes 
across the country, then melts them down and remanufactures them, reducing 
waste. Since 2011, Bryan Ware and his family have proudly dedicated themselves to 
sorting countless crayons in their own backyard, cooking them down in their kitchen, 
and recycling them for future creative use. 

3/30/2020 6:23 
AM 

7:57 

Community 
Improvement 

Dr. Jim Withers started an organization that provides desperately needed medical 
care to the homeless community in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

1/17/2022 6:11 
AM 

6:30 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Ray Anderson started the worlds largest producer of industrial floor covering. He had 
the courage to change course after considering environmental issues, and has started 
a more sustainable practice of manufacturing recyecled and sustainable flooring 
products for large buildings. 

1/24/2022 6:20 
AM 

9:49 



Community 
Improvement 

Brett White discusses his efforts to inspire West Virginia youth to get involved with 
their communities by doing service oriented volunteer work. 

2/7/2022 6:19 
AM 

7:03 

Poverty Sean started an effort to help provide aid to a remote island living in poverty he 
discovered while on a surfing trip. 

2/21/2022 6:24 
AM 

8:38 

Community 
Improvement 

Barb Flannigan discusses her efforts to start an organization to provide aid to a small 
town in Mississpippi following Hurricane Katrina. 

3/14/2022 6:21 
AM 

7:51 

Environmental 
Sustainability 

Girshon discusses his organization's efforts to protect Alaska's coastal waterways and 
coastlines from the harmful impacts of the luxury cruise industry. 

3/21/2022 6:24 
AM 

9:04 

 
 


